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errata
we wish to correct an editorial error that appeared in

BYU studies vol-

ume 4 number 1 on page 161 this sentence appears in paul H petersons
review of blood of the prophets brigham young and the massacre at moun
meadows
tainmeadows
tain

of lee
bagley faults brooks for her overly sympathetic treatment offee
oftee
most historians would agree that brookss corrective was in order
her shallow treatment of the background of the emigrants and her
acceptance of some of the slanderous tales implicating both the
Paiutes
emigrants and the paiutes

the sentence

should read as follows

bagley faults brooks for her overly sympathetic treatment of lee
most historians would agree that bagley s corrective was in order
her shallow treatment of the background of the emigrants and her
acceptance of some of the slanderous tales implicating both the
Pai utes
emigrants and the paiutes

we apologize for any confusion this error may have caused
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